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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PROJECT GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Flower Token was born of the possibility of being a digital acWve, 

backed up in technological development, markeWng and solidary economy. 

Our aim is to boost the growth of small and medium businesses that have not made 

complete jump to digital transformaWon, bringing markeWng tools, consulWng and new 

costumers loyalty through FLOWER TOKEN community. 

Technological development is something we are passionate about and that we will do 

constantly to ensure the currency sustainability  . On our road map it will be possible 

to visualize 2 apps that we will have before the end of 2021, they are flower Wallet 

and flower Travel. 

Our commitment is to promote the use of the flower app and reach 100,000 acWve 

users in the first quarter once the currency is listed in the exchanges. Our app will 

allow the consolidaWon of smart consumers who earn for the purchases they make 

daily, and addiWonally they can receive rewards for promoWng consumpWon at the 

same ecosystem businesses. 
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2.0 VALUE PROPOSAL.

To develop and consolidate an ecosystem which enhances the experience of 
tradiWonal businesses and the strength of digital businesses (crypto-acWves). 

We understand that people who join the crypto world have learned to vive worth 
and usability to their products even when the tradiWonal market does not open 
100% to the digital transformaWon, this is, accepWng crypto currencies in their 
businesses. 

The success of applicaWons such as Tik Tok or Kwai is thanks to their strategy of 
paying and giving rewards for viewing or creaWng content. 
Our main strategy is giving rewards in flower token for consuming in businesses we 
recommend such as (restaurants, bars, 
supermarkets, hairdressers among others). 

We developed a smart shopping club where flower token holders will be able to buy 
products and services in their ciWes or in any  
part of the world thanks to our flower Connect product that generates rewards 
(flower tokens) to consumers and promoters of the recommended businesses by 
flower. 

Next twelve months we will be creaWng and developing our own payment system 
called "flower pay", which will let us offer a direct link between tradiWonal 
businesses owners and crypto currency acWve community.
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3.0 ECOSYSTEM PRODUCTS

Our main purpose since "day 0"  before presale is, and has been to consolidate 
tradiWonal businesses and technological products for the community, which will 
generate usability of the FLOWER TOKEN currency.

3.1 FLOWER WALLET 

This is an app that will be available for Android and App Store, where flower users 
will be able to administrate their tokens  and will have a whole control of the 
backing up passwords for their funds. 

Our app will have a map where holders will be able to visualize business shops 
allied to our ecosystem and that accept and use Flower Token as a payment 
method. 

Virtual purse where transacWons made by the user will be held, at the Wme of 
visualizing the rewards for purchases or business promoWons.

3.2 FLOWER CONNECT

 it is a smart shopping club in which BEP-20 token holders can get rewards 
when acquiring products and services at ecosystem allied businesses and for 
recommending them.
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Flower allied businesses will receive marketing strategies to promote sales 
and their growth relying on the community loyal to the currency. Through an 
interactive map, people will be able to visualize the allied businesses and 
easily find their locations.

An intelligent consumer is the one that when consuming products or services, 
generate profit for doing it and even better  generates profit when 
recommending to others.

Consumers will get 1% of all their flower token purchases back to their Wallets 
and  they will be able to accumulate more coins once they consume in the 
whole allied business network. Shortly, if someone consumes a hamburger 
that costs 100 flower as he will receive 1 flower back in his Wallet. 

Based on current mobile apps such as tik tok and Kwai, that pay people for 
viewing and creating content,FLOWER pays you for recommending products 
or services anchored to the ecosystem. For example if 100 of your friends eat 
a hamburger at an allied business and the hamburger costs 100 flower you 
will receive 100 flower for the consumption of those 100 friends who consume 
1 hamburger each one and the best of it is that you do not win just once but 
you will earn forever a 1% of what they consume in the entire FLOWER 
business. network
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Our model is commifed to empowering small and medium-sized 
businesses that join our ecosystem, generaWng greater token usability and 
its appreciaWon in markets. 

By generaWng bonuses for consuming and recommending the same 
businesses we are puhng a tool so that many people can see, through 
FLOWER, a residual income opWon and even a principal one. 

Sustainability is our highest priority, and that is why each reward created 
in the network of users and allied businesses is paid with the fees that are 
generated to the businesses for each purchase that users make and the 
markeWng and adverWsing fees that businesses pay for their growth. 

Our community must pay an entrance fee in flower token that will range 
from $200 to $1000 (this depends on the value of the currency). 

Each entry fee brings with it markeWng services such as designs, video and 
adverWsing in flower communiWes where thousands of people and 
communiWes from many countries interact. 

We consider that by generaWng greater usability of the token we can 
guarantee sustained growth and the execuWon of each of the points 
established in the roadmap. 
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3.4 FLOWER TRAVEL 

Our purpose is to provide a range of products and  technologies development to 
our investment partners and our users in favor of growth and appreciaWon for our 
FLOWER TOKEN coin. 

That is why we have designed an app that allows people around the world to have a 
luxury vacation at a low cost, this is for example, you can go to Cappadocia, Turkey and 
you want to stay in the best hotel or apartment and your budget is not enough, we 
have the solution: we join online other ones interested in the same place and in the 
same lodging. We connect you and them on video call or live chat so that you generate 
a relationship and 
know each other  to  make a decision to take this accommodation spreading the price 
among team members. 

People will be able to design their trip and share it on the network to join with other 
ones in that adventure or upload the story so others may re use this travel creation. 
Rewards will be given in the app with flower token for people who promote the use of 
the app and create trips. 

We have one of the best wedding planners in Colombia which will be in charge of 
creating and organizing your wedding in the Colombian Caribbean offering reasonable 
prices and backed up by flower token.
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3.5 FLOWER PAY

Our purpose is to create a direct alliance with the biggest payment processors 
in the world such as VISA to be able to generate own flower token cards.

We will invest 10% of the pre-sale capital and currency capitalization in the 
development of our own payment system which is established in the road 
map and will be ready in approximately 8 to 12 months.

We seek to have our own ATMs and physical payment processors backed up in 
flower token. So our main product  will be used in each of the products we 
have in our ecosystem. And we prepare to be an interesWng payment processor 
for other types of business and market nests.

Flower pay will be decisive in the consolidaWon of the token and in the market 
cap since a product of this caliber generates noise to the iniWal investors and in 
many investors who will arrive at higher prices. 

Our purpose is to set quality and innovaWve products that have already 
generated user consumpWon the market but which will now be a part of the 
ecosystem and which we, as holders of the coins, will use and recommend. 



4.0 OUR  RESOURCES 

4.1 MARKETING AND EXECUTIVE TEAM

We are sure that every great project has behind itself a great markeWng and 
innovaWon team, thus, we will invest 10% of the pre-sale in the development of our 
own team which will be managing the brand and posiWoning of  FLOWER TOKEN coin 
in all social channels as they are: Facebook, Instagram, twifer, reddit and telegram. 

Our markeWng and digital development team will be in charge of strengthening and 
invenWng markeWng strategies for each of the products and projects allied to our 
ecosystem. As it is the posiWoning of partner businesses and sales strategies to make 
businesses grow and generate interesWng returns. 

During the first month of creaWon the markeWng team will be directed to the 
development and consolidaWon of ecosystem products.   

the markeWng team will start creaWng expectaWon and posiWoning campaigns for the 
FLOWER TOKEN brand in all social networks and in addiWon to that, more than US$ 
50,000  will be invested to appear in the coinmarketcap and coingecko guidelines 
considering there are hundreds of thousands of people who access these sites 
because they are prefy important in the crypto market. With this, we seek that the 
release of the coin will bring hundreds of thousands of investors willing to buy from 
$0.20 which is the starWng price in the Exchange.
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5.0 ROAD MAP 

Each item established in this roadmap represents for the execuWve  team the total 

commitment of what happens on the date shown or before. 

We consider that execuWng each item at the  date of the map guarantees the trust and 

growth in our community. 
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6.0 BINANCE SMART CHAIN TOKEN 

BSC TOKENIZATION BENEFITS

BEP20 is the standard for creaWng tokens on BSC, or Binance smart chain Tokens are a 
valuable component of any blockchain-based system, dApp, plakorm, or economy. 
They facilitate the  movement of value and help track every acWvity on the 
blockchain. In other words, they are key to conducWng many kinds of transacWons. 

Low cost of transacWons and on-chain operaWons is definitely the decisive factor that 
drives developers and users to migrate from Ethereum and other smart blockchains 
to the BSC. In Wmes of high congesWon of the Ethereum network, the same 
transacWon could cost over 1,000 Wmes more on Ethereum compared to BSC. 

SMART CONTRACTS

The main benefits here are autonomy, security and trust. Using smart contracts 
results no longer necessary to come up to a third party - such as a lawyer or a notary 
- who, in addiWon  being prone to errors, causes significant expenses. The blockchain 
is capable of safeguarding informaWon in an encrypted network that can be consulted 
from anywhere in the world, what speed and safety are evident for.
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7.0 TOKENOMIC

FLOWER's iniWal supply is 200,000,000. Here 100,000,000 tokens will be burnt and 
60,000,000 will be distributed in the next 3 years. This leaving only 20% in the 
market for the first year. 

20,000,000 of FLOWER will be in the public presale leaving the Flower token team 
with the remaining 20,000,000 FLOWER. The FLOWER sold during the pre-sale stage 
will be enWrely delivered  to the investors before lisWng the currency on the 
Exchange. The minimum amount of FLOWER held by the development and markeWng 
team is to ensure that there is liquidity and at the same Wme to guarantee that the 
ecosystem keeps working independently. 

The first market where Flower token will be listed will be uniswap (decentralized 
exchange), followed by several centralized exchanges from the best of the world. 

Flower token will feature several reputable audits 

"It is spoken in the future but the whitepaper will be updated in the present as it is 
being fulfilled ". 
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